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Physical Chemistry Division Newsletter
From the Chair
Dear RACI Physical Chemistry Division Members,
It has been a great year for the Division. We have managed to stay in touch throughout the
year with our webinar program and most recently we had our first virtual conference. Big thanks
must go to Laura McKemmish for working tirelessly to keep the webinar program going. Thanks
also to Alex Stuart and Chris Hansen for organising the RACI Phys Chem Summer Festival,
which was held 29th November to 3rd December (see below for a report on this). Thanks to
Dave Wilson as well for keeping the Division financially viable.
Distinguished members of our Division have received awards this year. First, on the behalf of
the selection committee, it is a great pleasure to announce that Professor Timothy Schmidt
(UNSW) is our 2021 RACI Physical Chemistry Division Medallist. Tim will be awarded the
medal and present a plenary lecture at the upcoming RACI Congress in Brisbane 3–8 July,
2022. More details on the Division Medal are shown below. Thank you to all that put in
nominations - we appreciate your efforts. Big thanks to the selection panel as well for assessing
the nominations.
Amir Karton has been awarded the 2021 RACI Citation Award. Please read more about Amir’s
award below. Thanks to Debbie Silvester-Dean, one of our 2021 Physical Chemistry
Lectureship recipients, for providing a report on her lectureship activities. See below for details
on Debbie’s recent lectures.
At the 2022 RACI National Congress, the Division will hold an AGM within the Physical
Chemistry Symposium. We will have some discussion on important issues including future
Division committee members, additional awards and naming of Division awards.
Regarding the National Congress, I have registered for it and will be submitting an abstract
prior to the closing date (28/02/2022) for a contributed talk. I strongly encourage you to do so.
Some details regarding the structure of the National Congress is given below.
I want to thank Lastek for their continuing support in sponsoring this newsletter. Lastek’s
continuing support has enable us to keep the Division active. Thanks to Alex Stanco and his
team at Lastek.
Finally, I would like to wish everyone a safe holiday season. Take some time to relax and then
get ready to take on 2022.
Tak W. Kee (tak.kee@adelaide.edu.au)
RACI Physical Chemistry Division Chair
December 2021
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From the Treasurer
In the last months the Division has been able to expand its activities, leading towards the
resumption of in-person events in 2022. The reduction in both student and full Division
meetings over the last 2 years has impacted our ability to generate income, however we are
pleased to be in the position to continue supporting the annual Division Lectureship.
The Division has generated income from sponsorships of the Newsletter together with
registrations for the Summer Festival meeting. Thank you to Chris and Alex for organising such
a successful meeting, and thank you to everyone who registered and attended. Student talk
prizes were funded at the Summer Festival meeting. We would like to thank our Newsletter
sponsor Lastek and encourage members to engage with our sponsor.
Members are encouraged to register for the RACI 2022 National Congress, which includes a
Physical Chemistry Symposium. The Division committee is working with the congress
organisers to deliver an engaging symposium within budget.
David Wilson (david.wilson@latrobe.edu.au)
RACI Physical Chemistry Division Treasurer
December 2021

Webinars
The second RACI PhysChem webinar series from September to November 2021 was very
successful, with 10 presenters covering a broad range of division research interests. Thank
you to presenters, attendees and our excellent student chairs Alexandra Stuart, Anna-Maree
Syme, Asja Kroeger and Kasimir Gregory!
Laura McKemmish (l.mckemmish@unsw.edu.au)
RACI Physical Chemistry Division Secretary
December 2021

From the Student Representative
Thank you to all the students that gave talks at the Phys Chem Summer Festival! We had a
total of 32 student presentations, including full length talks, 3MTs, and posters, which was
great to see. There will be further opportunities for students to give poster presentations at the
RACI congress in July, so get your abstracts in for those by Feb 28th. There may be some
bursaries for students to attend the congress, keep an eye out for news on these soon!
We also need a new student representative for the Phys Chem division for 2022. This is a
great opportunity to get involved in the division and help with the various events throughout
the year (particularly the congress next year), advocate for students in physical chemistry, and
become more familiar with the community (and is a nice bonus for a CV!). If you know anyone
who would be interested (including yourself), please send any suggestions/nominations to me.
If you have any questions or concerns, please get in touch!
Alex Stuart (alexandra.stuart@adelaide.edu.au)
RACI Physical Chemistry Division Student Representative
December 2021
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Division News
Awards
2021 RACI Physical Chemistry Division Medal
The RACI Physical Chemistry Division Medal is awarded by the
Physical Chemistry Division in recognition of outstanding
contributions by an individual within the field of Physical
Chemistry in Australia. The Medal is awarded to a senior
chemist from consideration of the collective contribution to any
or all of research, education, industry, and service to the
Division. Contribution to the Division and/or community is an
essential selection criterion.
The Division Committee is pleased to announce that Prof Timothy Schmidt has been awarded
the 2021 RACI Physical Chemistry Division Medal. Congratulations, Tim. Tim will present a
keynote lecture at the RACI Congress in July 2022. In the first newsletter of 2022, there will be
a section about Tim’s collective contributions that form the foundation of the Division Medal.

2021 RACI Citation Award

The RACI Citation is awarded to chemists who have made
substantial contributions to chemistry over many years. This
year it was awarded to Associate Professor Amir Karton, who
leads the computational chemistry group at the University of
Western Australia. Over the past decade, Amir has made
significant contributions to the development of quantum
chemical theories to calculate accurate chemical properties and
the application of these theories for solving challenging reaction mechanisms and
designing new molecules and materials. Amir is a keen advocate of collaborations
between theory and experiment. These collaborations, he says, are highly synergistic
and allow chemists to obtain fundamental insights and a more profound
understanding that is not possible from theory or experiments alone. As a scientist,
Amir’s most significant driving force is the thrill of discovering something new about
nature, and, as a research group leader, inspiring students is his ultimate goal. Amir
shares his expertise as an Editor of Chemical Physics Letters and an Associate
Editor of the Australian Journal of Chemistry.

RACI PhysChem Summer Festival December 2021
Alex Stuart (University of Adelaide) and
Chris Hansen (UNSW Sydney) convened
the RACI Physical Chemistry Summer
Festival virtually, and with in-person
nodes in Perth, Adelaide and Sydney,
from 29/11 to 03/12. It was great to see
the community come together for five days
of presentations leading to many
productive interactions both online and at
the in-person nodes. Thank you to all that
contributed, participated, and wore
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Hawaiian shirts. This meeting was held in partnership with the West Australian Computational
Chemistry Conference and had 58 talks from 16 different institutions across Australia and New
Zealand, and Israel! Congratulations to our student prize winners: Emily Milsom (University of
Adelaide) won the Poster Prize, Pat Watkins (University of Melbourne) won the 3-minute
Thesis Prize and, after multiple lengthy discussions, three prizes were awarded for Best Talk
to (in no order) Belinda Boehm (University of Adelaide), Jyoti Campbell (UNSW Sydney) and
Oisin Shiels (University of Wollongong).

2021 RACI Physical Chemistry Lectureship – progress report
A/Prof Debbie Silvester-Dean began her RACI Phys Chem Lectureship in the second half of
2021. The first seminar was given online to the Australian National University (ANU) on the 7th
of October (host: Krishnan Murugappan), followed by an online seminar to Macquarie
University on the 26th of October (host: Ian Jamie). Debbie then had the opportunity to give an
“in-person” seminar at Edith Cowan University, Perth, on the 4th November (host: Magda
Wajrak). During this visit, she got to see the World’s largest periodic table on a building, and
the periodic table picnic bench. Some photos from her ECU seminar are shown below
(pictured: Magda Wajrak, Debbie Silvester-Dean, Jemma Berry).

Here’s the flyer for the Macquarie Seminar:
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Future Events
RACI National Congress 2022
The RACI National Congress will be held from 3–8 July, 2022. The Division of Physical
Chemistry will have a 4-day symposium with 8 keynotes speakers, 20 invited speakers and 24
contributed
speakers.
More details on the
keynote and invited
speakers
will
be
available in early 2022.
Registration and abstract
submission are open at
https://www.raci2022.com.
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Freecall: 1800 88 2215
Phone: (+61) 08 8443 8668
Freecall NZ: 0800 441 005
Fax: 08 8443 9447
Email: sales@lastek.com.au
Web: www.lastek.com.au
Post: 10 Reid St, Thebarton SA 5031
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Q: What’s the cheapest way to purchase Thorlabs products in Australia?
A: Order via Lastek’s Consolidated Airfreight Service!
Contact Jess (jessica@lastek.com.au) or Lorien (lorien@lastek.com.au) to
find out more and place your order.

New for 2021: Thorlabs Raman Spectroscopy Kit
The new Thorlabs Raman Spectroscopy Kit is a modular
spectroscopy system that features a large (2.3 mm x 3.2
mm) coded aperture at the spectrograph input instead of a
traditional slit to achieve a high signal-to-noise ratio (700:1),
a low power density (at the sample), and room temperature operation. A pseudo-Hadamard mask of order 64, i.e.,
a defined pattern of elements for intensity modulation, is
used at the input to increase the total light throughput of
the system while maintaining high spectral resolution. This
kit is designed for 785 nm excitation and an 815 nm to 915
nm (500 cm-1 to 1800 cm-1) detection range.
Spectra Recorded with the included Thorlabs OSA Raman
Software.

Further details available on Thorlabs and Lastek
websites.

Freecall: 1800 88 2215
Phone: (+61) 08 8443 8668
Freecall NZ: 0800 441 005
Fax: 08 8443 9447
Email: sales@lastek.com.au
Web: www.lastek.com.au
Post: 10 Reid St, Thebarton SA 5031
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CONTACT
Royal Australian Chemical Institute
1/21 Vale Street
North Melbourne
Phone +61 3 9328 2033
Fax +61 3 9328 2670

www.raci.org.au

MEMBERSHIP ENQUIRIES: member@raci.org.au
No longer wish to receive this email? Unsubscribe
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